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Goals
1. Introduce Galaxy

2. Introduce bioinformatics concepts and formats

3. Hands-on experience using a Cloud Galaxy

• Load and integrate data 

• Perform bioinformatic analysis with Galaxy

• Save, share, describe, and publish your analyses

• Create, edit, and run a workflow 

• Visualize your results

Want more? Later see http://usegalaxy.org

Shared Data: Published Pages: 

                           >> Many publications w/ tutorials

                           >> Screencasts usegalaxy.org

And see http://galaxyproject.org >> Learn
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Galaxy Project Mission

Galaxy is an open, web-based platform for accessible, 

reproducible, and transparent computational biomedical research.

      Accessible: Users without programming experience can 

                              easily specify parameters and run tools and 

                              workflows. 

      Reproducible: Galaxy captures information so that any user 

                                   can repeat and understand a complete 

                                   computational analysis. 

     Transparent: Users share and publish analyses via the web and 

                               create Pages, interactive, web-based documents 

                                that describe a complete analysis. 
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Galaxy Project Mission

"Next-generation sequencing data 

interpretation: enhancing 

reproducibility and accessibility", by 

Nekrutenko & Taylor, Nature Reviews 

Genetics, 13, 667-672 (September 2012)
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Dataset:

Any input, output or intermediate set of data + metadata. 

A record of a specific data or analysis step.

History:

A series of inputs, analysis steps, intermediate datasets, 

and outputs. A record of a group of data and analysis 

steps.

Tool:

An operation within Galaxy that acts upon datasets as 

an analysis step. May be developed by Galaxy team or a 

3rd party program that has been “wrapped” for Galaxy.

Workflow:

A series of analysis steps executed in a sequential stream.

Galaxy as a Genomics WorkBench
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Share:

Make something available to someone else

Publish:

Make something available to everyone

Galaxy Page:

Analysis documentation within Galaxy; easy to embed 

and link to any Galaxy object histories, datasets, 

workflows, visulization or external resource video, 

graphics, publications.

The tutorial we will do today is in a Galaxy Page.

More Galaxy Terminology
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Basic Analysis 

On human chromosome 22, 

which coding exons have the most 

repeats in them?

Example has two key data manipulations:
1  coordinate join: join based on overlapping genomic intervals

2  relational join: join based on common keys between datasets

Plus other useful to know tasks: 
importing histories, text manipulations, workflows, sharing

~ http://usegalaxy.org/galaxy101 
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Exons & Repeats: A General Plan

• Get some data

• Coding exons on chromosome 22

• Repeats on chromosome 22

• Mess with it

• Identify exons with repeats, count, rearrange data

• Share, create/run workflow

•  Visualize Trackster & UCSC

~ http://usegalaxy.org/galaxy101

http://cloud1.galaxyproject.org/

http://cloud2.galaxyproject.org/
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Exons, from UCSC Repeats, from UCSC
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Exons, from UCSC Repeats, from UCSC

Exons, from UCSC

Repeats, from UCSC

Overlap pairings
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Exons, from UCSC Repeats, from UCSC

1

1

2

Exons, from UCSC

Repeats, from UCSC

Overlap pairings

Exon overlap counts
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Exons, from UCSC

1

1

2

Exon overlap counts
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Exons, from UCSC
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Exon overlap counts
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Join on exon name
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0

0
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Exons, from UCSC
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Exon overlap counts
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Rearrange columns w/ 

cut
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Extract Workflow from history

Create a workflow from this history.

Edit it to make some things clearer.

Run / test it

Guided: rerun with same inputs

On your own:

     Use workflow with other inputs.  

     Count #SNPs in each coding

     exon see 101 tutorial.

On your own:

     Can you add up transcrips with

     most repeats? Chromosomes?

Create a generic Overlap Workflow
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Exons and Repeats History → Reusable Workflow?

• The analysis we just finished was about

• Human chromosome 22

• Overlap between exons and repeats

• But, ...

• there is nothing inherently in the analysis 
about humans, chromosomes, exons or repeats

• It is a series of steps that determine the 
number of overlapping features of one dataset 
versus another, then assigns that value as the 
“score”, ending with a dataset otherwise in the 
same format and content as the original.
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Create a visualization in Galaxy

or

Jeremy Goecks, Nate Coraor, The Galaxy Team, 

Anton Nekrutenko & James Taylor, "NGS analyses

 by visualization with Trackster." 

Nature Biotechnology 30, 1036–1039 (2012)
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Vizualization inside Galaxy

• Levarges visualization to evaluate and refine analyses

• Exposes basic analyses in visualization to make it more 

informative

• Makea that analyze-visualize-refine loop seamless and 

fast

• Enables learning tools and exploring their parameter 

space

• Supports custom genome browsers, without a 

predefined reference genome
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What is Galaxy?

• A free for everyone web service integrating a 

wealth of tools, compute resources, terabytes of 

reference data and permanent storage

• Open source software that makes integrating 

your own tools and data and customizing for your 

own site simple

• These options result in several ways to use Galaxy

http://galaxyproject.org
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Using Galaxy  4 ways

• Public Main Galaxy web instance: usegalaxy.org

• Local instance: getgalaxy.org

• Cloud instance: usegalaxy.org/cloud

• Other Public Galaxy web instances hosted by 

various groups: 

wiki.galaxyproject.org/PublicGalaxyServers

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/Big%20Picture/Choices
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Galaxy is available ...

As a free for everyone web service 

Galaxy “Main”

http://usegalaxy.org

However, a centralized solution cannot scale to 

meet the analysis needs of the entire world.
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Galaxy is available ...

• As a free for everyone web service 

http://usegalaxy.org 

• As open source software 

               http://getgalaxy.org

                  Galaxy “Local”

wiki.galaxyproject.org/DevNewsBriefs

galaxy-dist.readthedocs.org

bitbucket.org/galaxy/galaxy-dist
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As Open Source Software: Local Galaxy Instances

• Galaxy is designed for local installation and 

customization

• Easily integrate new tools

• Easy to deploy and manage on nearly any 

(unix) system

• Run jobs on existing compute clusters

• Requires a computational resource on which to 

be deployed

http://getgalaxy.org
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Encourage Local Galaxy Instances

• Encourage and support Local 

Galaxy Instances

• Support increasingly 

decentralized model and 

improve access to existing 

resources

• Focus on building infrastructure 

to enable the community to 

integrate and share tools, 

workflows, and best practices 

http://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu
Galaxy Tool Shed
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As Open Source Software: Local Galaxy Instances

• Galaxy is designed for local installation and 

customization

• Easily integrate new tools

• Easy to deploy and manage on nearly any 

(unix) system

• Run jobs on existing compute clusters

• Requires a computational resource on which to 

be deployed

http://getgalaxy.org
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Galaxy is available ...

•On the Cloud

       http://usegalaxy.org/cloud

               Galaxy “CloudMan”

http://aws.amazon.com/education

1. Start with a fully configured 
and populated tools and 
data Galaxy instance.

2. Allows you to scale up and 
down your compute assets as 
needed.

3. Someone else manages the 
data center.
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Galaxy “Public” Instances

http://bit.ly/gxyServers

ChIPchip and ChIPseq?

✓  Cistrome

Statistical Analysis?

✓  Genomic Hyperbrowser

Protein synthesis?

✓  GWIPSviz

de novo assembly?

✓  CBIIT Galaxy

Reasoning with ontologies?

✓  OPPL Galaxy

Repeats!

✓  RepeatExplorer

Everything?

✓  Andromeda

Interested in:

Plus many more
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Galaxy Resources and Community

Mailing Lists very active

Unified Search

Issues Board

Events Calendar, News Feed

Community Wiki 

GalaxyAdmins

Screencasts 

Tool Shed

Public Installs 

CiteULike group, Mendeley mirror

Annual Community Meting

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org
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Galaxy Resources and Community: Mailing Lists

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/MailingLists

Galaxy-Announce
Project announcements, low volume, moderated

Low volume (    42 posts in 2012,  2100+ members)

Galaxy-User
Questions about using Galaxy and usegalaxy.org

High volume (2900 posts in 2012,  2700+ members)

Galaxy-Dev
Questions about developing for and deploying Galaxy

High volume (4500 posts in 2012,   900+ members)
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Unified Search: http://galaxyproject.org/search

Find

           Everything on …

                            Tools for …

                               Email about …

                                     Source code for …

   Published Histories, Pages, Workflows, about …

                 

                                 Related feature requests

                  Papers using Galaxy for …

Documentation on …
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Common to all Development contributors and 

general users, the Trello Issue Board replaced 

bitbucket in 2012: 

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/Issues

Text
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http://wiki.galaxyproject.org
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Events News
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Dannon Baker Dan Blankenberg Dave Bouvier

http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/GalaxyTeam

Enis Afgan Dave Clements

Nate Coraor Carl Eberhard Jeremy Goecks

Greg von Kuster Ross Lazarus Anton Nekrutenko James Taylor

The Galaxy Team

Jen Jackson

Sam GuerlerDorine Francheteau 
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http://wiki.galaxyproject.org/GalaxyIsHiring

Galaxy is hiring post-docs and software engineers 

at both Emory and Penn State.

Please help.
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